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Let’s discuss the types of local foods a school might procure.
Local purchasing is not just about fresh fruits and vegetables, and it is not just about
farmers. Local and regional foods can also include beans, grains, flour, meat, poultry, fish,
condiments, herbs, eggs and dairy. Local products can come from local farmers, ranchers,
fishers, food processors and distributors of all sizes.
For many school districts, fresh fruits and vegetables are a logical starting place for local
procurement. Fresh fruits are especially easy because many can be served with little to no
preparation beyond washing.
And then beyond local fruits and vegetables, more comprehensive local buying programs
incorporate local products in all of the food categories. Many schools, for example, adjust
existing recipes and menus to accommodate local products (e.g. replacing beef with local
bison in Montana or barley with local rice in California). Schools will often develop entirely
new recipes and menus based on local products and local food traditions.
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It’s up to each school district to set a definition for local that works for their particular
needs and goals. While oftentimes schools will adopt definitions in use by state agencies,
schools can define local however they see fit.
What are you trying to accomplish? Having specific goals for your local purchasing efforts
will help you craft a definition for local that works in service to your goals.
For example, are you trying to support small producers? If so, you might adopt a definition
for local that includes limitations on farm size. Are you trying to get as much local product
into the school cafeteria as possible? You might consider a fairly broad definition of local
that includes surrounding states in the region. Are local livestock products abundant in your
region but local fruits and vegetables scarce? You could consider different definitions of
local for different product types.
What you define as local can frame who you purchase products from, how those products
are grown and where your funds are going. Remember that your definition of local can
evolve and change as your program does.
What are you REALLY trying to achieve? Is there state legislation regarding local
purchasing? Do you want to encourage local items on menus? Do you want farm visits and
to develop personal relationships with farmers? Is it for CHILDREN??
Beyond the “distance” term, what does this mean and why are you doing it??
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Now that you’ve talked about what your buying local goals might be and potential definitions of
local, let’s look at a few of the most common ways schools are defining local. There are a lot of
options for how to define local!
“Local” for one school might mean within the county, while “local” for another might include the
entire state and even adjacent states. You may even have different definitions of local depending
on the season or the type of product that you are purchasing.
A district may take a more nuanced approach. While a static definition of local will make it easier to
tally local products, a more fluid approach may also work. The definition of local may change with
the seasons, the type of product or special events.
This slide provides examples from Pierre, South Dakota. The image on the left shows that the
district is taking a regional approach to the definition of local, the center picture shows the district
is defining local as within the state and the final image shows that the district is using a smaller
radius as its definition of local. The district may use one of these definitions for all of their
purchases or they might choose to use all of these definitions for different purchases or at different
times of the year.
How do you define local? County? Distance? State? 50% of food buyers in Michigan use the state of
Michigan as their definition or part of their definition (25% use the state of Michigan as their sole
criterion).
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Louisiana Harvest of the Month Products (16): Blueberries, Broccoli, Cabbage, Catfish,
Citrus, Cucumber, Eggplant, Mushroom, Peppers, Shrimp, Strawberries, Summer Squash,
Sweet Potato, Tomato, Watermelon, Winter Squash
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Here you see the same introduction language from the previous slide with an added
sentence about the district’s farm to school program. While language in the introduction
does not require or guarantee vendors will supply local products, it does offer more
information about the district’s goals. Stating your goals up front indicates to vendors that
farm to school is a priority.
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A school’s interest in purchasing local (and the broader context of its farm to school
program) can be expressed in the introduction to a solicitation. While a school cannot
specify that it only wants local products, the introduction does offer an opportunity to
emphasize the importance of a school’s farm to school program.
Let’s look at an example.
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An important distinction made in the regulations concerns “formal” and “informal”
procurements.
Under federal rules, the “simplified acquisition” or “small purchase” threshold determines whether
a procurement must be conducted “formally.”
Informal procurement requires that procurers follow the small purchase procedures.
The current federal government small purchase threshold is $250,000, so you must use a formal
procurement method to purchase anything that costs more than $250,000.
States or localities may set lower small purchase thresholds, and many of them do. Arizona has set
$100,000 as their small purchase threshold. Anytime the state or local threshold is more restrictive
(i.e., lower), it always trumps the federal threshold.
Formal procurement includes procurement by sealed bids (which involves issuing an Invitation for
Bid (IFB)) or competitive proposals (which involves issuing a Request for Proposal (RFP)). This
process includes the development of a written bid that includes detail requirements of the
intended agreement and how each offeror will be evaluated.
Consider these thresholds when working with schools, and understand that the larger the order,
the more competitive and complicated the purchasing process becomes.
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There are three key elements to a micro‐purchase:
1) The most significant difference between micro‐purchases and other procurement
methods are that purchase orders may be awarded without soliciting any quotations if
the program operator considers the cost(s) reasonable. It is up to the SFA or program
operator to determine whether the price is reasonable AND they should document
such standards in their procurement procedures.
2) Another key component of micro‐purchasing is the aggregate purchase amount.
Program operators may utilize micro‐purchasing when the aggregate cost is less than
$10,000, in a single transaction. The aggregate amount refers to the total cost of the
transaction, or one occurrence in which goods, services, or money is exchanged
between two or more entities.
3) Lastly, program operators must distribute micro‐purchases equitably among qualified
suppliers. In other words, operators cannot make all micro‐purchases from one
supplier when multiple sources are available, nor can they make multiple micro‐
purchases from one supplier to avoid the use of small purchase procedures or seal
bids/competitive proposals if such is not more economical. Equitably distributing
micro‐purchases among qualified sources creates competition.
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An SFA can only use small purchase procedures if the purchase amount is equal to or less
than the applicable small purchase threshold. As mentioned above, the current federal
threshold is $250,000, but many states and localities set more restrictive thresholds, which
must then be used.
Small purchase thresholds vary widely across states and localities. In Oregon, the small
purchase threshold is the same as the federal governments, but is your LEA’s small
purchase threshold less than the Federal and OR small purchase threshold?
Small purchases require that schools:
• Develop written specifications (this is true even though the process is informal);
• Acquire bids from an adequate number of responsible and responsive vendors (three is
recommended); and,
• Document all bids, even though they do not need to be submitted in writing. Although
small purchase procedures are less rigorous, full and open competition must still occur,
and the regulations must be followed. Document bids regardless of whether you receive
them over the phone or in person.
As always, award the contract to the responsive and responsible bidder with the lowest
cost.
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Sealed bidding is only feasible when the contract can be awarded on price alone, in which
case you must:
• Create complete, adequate and realistic specifications; (No significant difference among
goods, products, or services)
• Publicly advertise the invitation and solicit bids from an adequate number of suppliers;
• Find two or more responsible bidders who are willing and able to compete effectively
for the business; and,
• Award a firm‐fixed‐price contract to the lowest responsive and responsible bidder (the
contract may include an economic price adjustment clause tied to a standard index to
account for market fluctuations).
IFBs are often used for food products with detailed specifications.
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Request for proposals (RFP) are required when the conditions are not appropriate for a sealed bid.
The competitive proposal method includes evaluation criteria in addition to price, and it can result
in either a fixed‐price or cost‐reimbursable contract. Some of these factors might include:
• Technical expertise
• Past experience
• Number of years in business
• Marketing
• Stating the state or farm of origin on invoices
• Providing education on farm education for school lunchroom or classrooms
The vendor who is able to provide the best overall value receives the award. Like sealed bidding,
RFPs require a public solicitation. RFPs should describe all evaluation factors, their relative
importance, and how the evaluation factors will be used to assess the proposals.
Awards must be made to the firm whose proposal is most advantageous to the program, with price
and other factors considered and price as the primary factor. Geographic preference may also help
in evaluating RFPs, and will be discussed in more detail later.
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Answer: The formal procurement method must be used for all procurements over the
federal small purchase threshold of $250,000. According to the Louisiana R.S. 17:194(D)
“The state DOE and any governing authority of a nutrition program provider may use the
simplified acquisition procedures for small purchases up to the Federal Small Purchase
Threshold set by41 U.S.C. 403(11), in order to support procurement of local agricultural
products and the USDA Farm to School initiatives.”
Additionally, the SFA made arbitrary decision regarding delivery. The SFA should outline all
specifications before soliciting bids.
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Answer: The key is understanding why only one bid was received. Was the solicitation too
restrictive? If so, it should be rewritten and reissued. However, if the district has done their
due diligence in determining there should have been adequate competition and actively
attempted to solicit multiple bids, the district may award a contract to a sole bidder. In
cases where the award is made to a sole bidder, the process must be documented.
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Answer: The district might begin by contacting the Louisiana Farm to School Program to
see if any other districts have successfully procured local rice. They could also contact LDAF
and ask about rice producers. By using the USDA Farm to School Census, the SFA may be
able to find nearby districts that are sourcing rice. In addition, the SFA may want to explore
Louisiana MarketMaker.
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Each of the elements listed on this slide could be used as product specifications or technical
requirements as long as they do not overly limit competition.
Let’s look at a few examples:
• Particular varieties unique to the region – So, if I’m in Sonoma County in CA and I issue a
solicitation for a Gravenstein apple, chances are it’s going to come from a local vendor,
because Sonoma is the center of Gravenstein production in the U.S.
• Freshness (e.g. delivered within 48 hours) – Requiring product to be delivered with 48
hours of harvest serves a dual purpose—you get really fresh produce, and you also
increase the chances that the product will be local.
• Size of farm – Include as a specification, requirement, or evaluation criterion a limit on
the size of the farm you’d like the food to come from.
• Farm Practices – You can require specific farm practices are utilized, such as crop
rotation or integrated pest management practices.
• Harvest techniques – You can require that crops be harvested by hand.
• Crop diversity – Farms that raise a certain number of crops or livestock.
• Origin labeling – If you’re developing a contract with a distributor, you can require that
they include farm of origin or county of origin labeling.
• Able to provide farm visits or class visits – You can also require that farmers or vendors
participate in educational activities, something local vendors are more likely to be able
to do than non‐local vendors.
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In the 2008 Food, Conservation, and Energy Act, also called “the Farm Bill,” Congress directed the
Secretary of Agriculture to “encourage institutions receiving funds under this Act and the Child
Nutrition Act of 1966 to purchase unprocessed agricultural products, both locally grown and locally
raised, to the maximum extent practicable and appropriate,” effectively creating the needed
exemption.
The Act also directed the Secretary to “allow institutions receiving funds under this Act and the
Child Nutrition Act of 1966… to use a geographic preference for the procurement of unprocessed
agricultural products, both locally grown and locally raised.’’ This provision applies to operators of
all of the Child Nutrition Programs.
On April 22, 2011, the Federal Register published the final rule for the Geographic Preference
Option for the Procurement of Unprocessed Agricultural Products in Child Nutrition Programs. The
rule:
• Clarified who can define “local;”
• Defined the term “unprocessed;” and,
• It also made clear that a preference is not the same as a specification.
Remember an RFP or IFB cannot contain language stating that only agricultural products grown
within a certain state will be accepted. Language like that is considered overly restrictive because
it is stated as a requirement, not a preference. It is overly restrictive to indicate a preference for
products grown within five miles of your school district when only one farm exists within five
miles of your district, because such a requirement would be considered an unreasonable limit on
competition. If 100 farms existed within five miles of your school district, it would not be
considered an unreasonable limit on competition. You have to use your best judgment.
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Now we are going to look at a few examples of how to use geographic preference.
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